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Beta Gamma History
Phi Delta Epsilon at KUMC was chartered on October 20th 2012. PhiDE is committed to supporting a new generation of health care professionals and addressing the complex agendas of today’s men and women seeking careers in medicine. The fundamental objectives of the medical program are to provide the resources and information to assist medical students in making an informed choice in selecting medicine as a career, deciding which specialty to pursue, and preparing for residency training and the practice of medicine. PhiDE strives to connect its medical student members with its premedical students, practicing physicians, and emeritus members – a network of more than 35,000 members through whom the medical student members can gain first-hand information about the medical profession.

Facta Non Verba, Deeds Not words

Our Mission
Phi Delta Epsilon International Medical Fraternity creates physicians of integrity with a life-long commitment to our guiding principles of philanthropy, deity, and education through fellowship, service, mentoring, and formal training in leadership, science, and ethics.

International History
In October of 1904, Aaron Brown and eight of his friends founded Phi Delta Epsilon at Cornell University Medical College. Aaron Brown wanted to start a fraternal organization, guided by the precepts of philanthropy, deity, and equity. Phi Delta Epsilon has grown from a small insular group to a diverse, all-inclusive organization. We will continue to grow and spread the warmth of our fraternalism into the future.
Why Join Beta Gamma Chapter?

**Mentoring**
Having a mentor and the ability to serve as a mentor are all important assets when it comes to medicine, especially academic. This year, we will be initiating various mentoring & educational programs for premedical students and medical students. The PhiDE international executive board also assists members to connect with practicing physicians who serve as career mentors.

**Networking**
PhiDE physicians are passionate about the success of PhiDE students. These physicians constantly remind us that they are available to answer any questions, allow students to work with them for an away rotation, and even connect you with their colleagues at specific institutions in which you are interested in training at. PhiDE is life-long. Even when you are looking for a job as a physician, PhiDE has a members-only jobseeker site to connect our members with new employment opportunities.

Each year, PhiDE members have valuable opportunities to attend conference around the United States in which they can meet and network with students and physicians.

**Philanthropy & Service**
Our national philanthropy is Children’s Miracle Network. Each year, we strive to donate at least $1,000 for our local CMN chapter-KUMC Pediatrics. We are excited to bring KU Dance Marathon to campus this year, and hope that you will join in this fascinating effort!

Events: Miracle Jeans Day, March Madness Bracket Fundraiser, PhiDE JayDoc Night, Street Fair, Health Education Day at KC middle school, KU Dance Marathon, KUMC Dodgeball Tournament

**Social**
Medical school is can be stressful. Our social events bring students of all years together to unwind and connect with your peers.

Social events: Halloween Party, Night at the Nelson, Thanksgiving Dinner, Summer Solstice, End of the year BBQ, Happy Hours, St. Patrick’s Day event, sporting event watch parties, etc.

**Discounts**
Our members receive discount on Kaplan Courses, 10% discount for T-mobile, and a Brooks Brother discount card (which will definitely come in handy when preparing for residency and job interviews)!

Also, save hundreds of dollars when it is time for residency interviews by participating in the PhiDE Host Program for free lodging!

---

### The Recruitment Process

**Step 1:** Attend our information session to learn more about PhiDE.

**Step 2:** Apply online to the organization (more details at the information session)

**Step 3:** Bid Day Celebration!

### Dates to Remember

**Information Session**
Wednesday, July 31 – 12-1p.m.
1006 Orr Major

**Bid Day Celebration**
Friday, August 9 – 5-8 p.m.
Rosedale Park